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There is hardly a more pervasive trend in the world today
than communications. The momentum towards anytime, any-
where and any-type of communication is fueled by advances
in radio frequency technology, near-exponential sales of laptop
computers and personal digital assistants (PDAs), as well as
new models of business that expect and rely on instantaneous
information availability. The commonly romanced vision of a
traveling executive being able to have uninterrupted, uninhib-
ited access to his office mail, office databases, personal files,
and video conferencing while moving between geographically
separated customer locations, airports and hotels is a reality
that will happen in the next few years.

Fundamentally, the hardware solutions necessary for sup-
porting ubiquitous mobile communications already exist: Lap-
top and notebook computers can be equipped with cellu-
lar and landline modems, cellular and public service tele-
phone network (PSTN) service is everywhere, and Internet
service providers (ISPs) exist everywhere from downtown of-
fice buildings to the basements of houses belonging to en-
trepreneurs in rural areas. However, though key to end-user
satisfaction, the protocols and software required for seamless
mobile communications over these diverse pieces of hardware
and technologies are not yet wide-spread.

The ability of the Internet to scale from it’s humble begin-
nings 20 years ago to today’s estimated 30 million connected
nodes is primarily because of the robustness, scalability, and
interoperability of Internet Protocol version 4 (IPv4). The
ability of the Internet to expand so dramatically without com-
promising its ability to route packets effectively is one of it’s
greatest assets and can be directly attributed to how the Internet
Protocol (IP) functions. Generally speaking, part of the node’s
IP address provides its physical location on the network, much
in the way the area code does for a phone number. In IP, the
subnetwork (or subnet) a host resides on can be determined by
its IP address and therefore routing consists of sending pack-
ets in the general direction of the subnet instead of requiring
explicit knowledge of the location of all nodes. This mix of
addressing and routing makes the whole network scale well,
but is based on the assumption that nodes are stationary. How-
ever, with an increasing number of the workforce becoming
mobile, and the need for these mobile warriors to stay con-
nected to their “home network” becoming more critical than
ever before, the mapping of the bits in the IP address field to
a physical location presents a problem for mobile communica-

tions. When a mobile computer is not physically connected to
it’s home subnet, IP is incapable of routing packets to it cor-
rectly. This then provides the motivation and the fundamen-
tal objective for Mobile IP: to allow a computer to maintain
normal communications with its home network and all other
nodes on the Internet regardless of its point of attachment and
while it is moving.

A fully deployed wide-area Mobile IP system will allow the
nomadic user to plug her palmtop computer into a network
in a conference room or at a coffee house without a need for
her to reconfigure her machine. She would be able to create
and maintain a video-conferencing session even while mov-
ing between the building’s internal wireless local area net-
work (WLAN) and an external wide-area wireless data net-
work. When visiting another company she would be able to
plug her laptop into a “foreign” LAN and using cryptograph-
ically secure communications, mount file systems from her
own company to get complete access to all her personal files,
databases, email, and other similar resources. It is useful to
note here that although Mobile IP has been designed with the
future in mind, the scenarios just described can already be
achieved today using hardware that is already commercially
available. Looking towards the future, we can expect IP to be
the pervasive communication protocol across a diverse set of
devices, not just limited to computers. For example, a person’s
wristwatch could have a miniature network transceiver and an
IP address so that no matter where she goes she will be able
to access her email by connecting to whichever IP network
exists in her vicinity. Similarly sophisticated instrumentation
such as moving robots will be able to communicate wirelessly
with their home networks without the need for configuration
as they move to different geographic areas and between dif-
ferent subnets, automatically receiving software updates and
command messages from their control servers. In summary,
the demand for Mobile IP will be limited only by the need to
support seamless mobile data communication between homo-
geneous and heterogeneous networks. Fortunately, due to the
medium-independent design philosophy, Mobile IP does not
require specialized hardware and several software implemen-
tations are already available freely . Thus the cost of deploy-
ment is mostly from constructing the infra-structure of wire-
less and wired networking hardware. Anytime, anywhere, to
anyone communications can be made transparent, robust and
seamless with Mobile IP.
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In this article, we first discuss in detail the need for Mobile
IP in today’s mobile world and point out reasons why other
solutions such asCellular Digital Packet Data (CDPD)are
geographically constrained and do not support seamless het-
erogeneous mobility. We follow this with a section describing
how Mobile IP works, including the entities involved, and how
packets are routed to mobile nodes within the Internet. Next,
we discuss some of the challenges Mobile IP has faced over
its evolution and the availability of some implementations. We
conclude with our perspectives on the future of Mobile IP and
its relation to the next generation of IP protocols.

1 Routing in the Internet

To appreciate Mobile IP, we have to first consider how the In-
ternet works normally. The Internet provides a means of let-
ting geographically separated users exchange messages in the
form of voice, data, and video packets. Occasionally, the de-
vices (“nodes”) employed by the users to communicate over
the Internet are physically linked to each other and messages
can be exchanged directly. However, due to serious scalability
limitations arising out of directly connecting millions of nodes,
a majority of the time there are no such direct links and pack-
ets have to traverse several intermediate nodes before reach-
ing their final destination. These message packets are able to
reach their destination because the intermediate nodes coop-
erate with them and with each other by “routing” the packets
appropriately and towards the final destination node. These
intermediate nodes are thus calledrouters. Since routing in
the Internet is based on the address of the destination node, it
is intimately influenced by how addresses are assigned to the
communicating nodes.

The Internet is made up of millions of subnets. A subnet
is a network of nodes that may be common to an organization
such as a university campus or a corporation. If there are more
nodes in the organization than can be accommodated within a
single subnet additional subnets can be created for the same
organization. Every node on the Internet has a unique 4 byte
IP address. Out of these 4 bytes, as many as 3 bytes may be
used to identify the node’s subnet. The node’s unique address
within the subnet is assigned from a pool of addresses known
to the maintainer of the subnet. Address assignment and sub-
sequent configuration within the node is done either manually
or automatically. Furthermore, addresses are given out either
as static IP addresses, that is, nodes are identified by the same
IP address always, or dynamically via a protocol such as the
Dynamic Host Configuration Protocol (DHCP), in which case
the IP address is leased to the node for a finite period of time
with the provision that the node can renew its lease every time
it needs to.

Each router on an IP network can contain three different
types of routing table entries. These are described as ei-
ther host-specific, network-specific, or default routing entries.
Host-specific routes are typically for delivering packets to
nodes that are connected to the router directly via a particular
network interface. Host-specific route entries therefore pro-

vide a one-to-one mapping between the destination IP address
and the specific interface used to forward the packet. Network-
specific route entries are used for routing packets according to
the destination node’s subnet location. Thus the bits in the
IP destination address which represent the subnet which the
destination node is on, are used to determine which network
interface the packet is to be forwarded with. Default-routing
table entries are for addresses whose appropriate network in-
terface cannot be resolved either via host-specific routes or via
network-specific routes. In this case the router simply for-
wards the packet to the “next-hop” router with the hope that
the next router will know how to further route the packet prop-
erly. Network-specific routing tables entries and the default-
routing table entries are the key to the scalability of the Inter-
net. By determining the subnet address in the header field of
the packet, routers between the destination and source nodes
select the next node, or next-hop that should receive the packet.
Thus even though intermediate nodes do not necessarily know
how to get data to a particular destination node, they do know
how to get data to a node that does. With only a few properly
selected routers, all nodes on the Internet can reach all other
nodes. In general routers are specially-constructed hardware
devices dedicated to the task of routing several million pack-
ets every second, we will often use the term router to refer to
any general purpose machine which can forward packets, not
destined for them, across the network. Thus our definition of
routers can often apply to machines which appear to be simply
“hosts” or “nodes” (i.e. PCs or workstations) on the network.

As mentioned earlier, the addressing described is reminis-
cent of the area code and prefix numbers of the public ser-
vice telephone network which allow the phone company to in-
stantly know how to route our calls. Consider a potential al-
ternative in the case of a random address assignment to nodes.
Routing in this case would require an extremely inefficient or
unscalable scheme such as a few central routing hubs with full
knowledge of the locations of all nodes, or alternatively all
routers would require an entry in their routing tables for every
node in the world they could potentially communicate with.

2 The need for Mobile IP

From the preceding description it should be apparent that the
fundamental need for Mobile IP arises when a node connected
to the Internet changes its point of attachment. This is typi-
cally due to a change in its physical location, which then ne-
cessitates a change in its IP address. If during the course of
communication the mobile node moves to a different subnet,
for example if it moves between a wired and a wireless net-
work, other nodes will no longer able to communicate with it.
Packets will arrive at the mobile node’s original subnet, identi-
fied by its original IP address, but do not reach the node since
it is now connected to a different subnet. IP was not designed
with the mobile computer in mind.

Although it is possible to communicate with a mobile node
which changes its IP address as it moves, it is expensive and
comes with great difficulty. For instance, every time the node
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acquires a new IP address, all connections that were open
with the previous IP address have to be shutdown and then
re-initiated with the new address. In several operating sys-
tems, the IP stack is such an integral part of the kernel that
a complete reboot of the machine is required to change the IP
address. If the mobile node is quickly moving in a wireless en-
vironment with small cell sizes, the IP subnet can change very
frequently as the mobile moves between base stations or ser-
vice providers, such that the task of performing these changes
quickly enough is not even possible.

The motivation for adapting IP to support mobility instead
of starting over with a brand new protocol includes several
compelling reasons: First, as IP has expanded across the
world, so has the installed base of applications designed for it.
From database and file connectivity to electronic mail messag-
ing, IP applications have become the de facto standard for data
networking. End-users have come to expect the same compu-
tational power, application availability, and communications
capabilities from a mobile computer as they get from their
desktop systems. Thus, in order to maintain the usefulness
of the installed base of applications there is compelling need
to keep IP as the networking protocol. Second, mobile com-
munications not only includes communications between mo-
bile nodes only, but also between mobile nodes and stationary
nodes. To maintain seamless connectivity between the mobile
nodes and the existing millions of fixed Internet nodes, with-
out adding substantial complexity, there is compelling need to
keep enough of the IP protocol stack intact so that non-mobile
nodes can communicate with the mobile ones without requir-
ing any changes at the application or kernel level.

Through these reasons, we can distill the goals of Mobile
IP to be the following: First, the mobile node must be able to
communicate even when its point of attachment changes. Sec-
ond it must be able to communicate using its original (home)
address. This requirement is fundamental to the ability of
nodes, connected to the Internet, to initiate connections with
a mobile node and maintain connectivity with it even as it
moves. This is also important from the point of view of keep-
ing the Internet scalable since this requirement removes the
need for propagating address changes all over the network.
Furthermore, this requirement implicitly states that all nodes
implementing IP should be able to communicate with mobile
nodes even if they themselves do not implement the special-
ized Mobile IP functions. The advantages of this goal cannot
be understated as it causes users to be unaware of whether the
node they are communicating with is a mobile or non-mobile
computer. This then maintains utility of the already exist-
ing software designed for the IP stack, and avoids the unrea-
sonable expectation of requiring protocol changes throughout
many million of nodes connected to the Internet. The third and
final goal of Mobile IP is that it must provide at least as much
security as standard IP. This issue is non-trivial since there is
a need to reroute packets when a node moves throughout the
network. This opens the possibility forDenial of Service At-
tacksto be launched against mobile nodes, rerouting their traf-
fic somewhere else without their consent. Since Mobile IP
would not be implemented unless all security concerns were

met, this has been a priority for the designers.
Mobile IP is a network layer routing protocol. It makes no

lower-level assumptions about the link characteristics such as
bit-rates, error-rates or delay and thus is a device and commu-
nication medium independent solution. Mobile IP can be as
easily used when moving between different high-speed Ether-
net LANs in an office environment as it can when moving over
a wide-area wireless data service in the field. It supports both
homogeneous mobility, that is when moving between similar
medium networks and heterogeneous mobility, that is when
moving from one medium to another, as is the case when the
node moves between a wired network and a wireless one.

2.1 Alternatives to Mobile IP

Two examples of other wireless systems which offer IP con-
nectivity without Mobile IP are CDPD and IEEE’s 802.11
Wireless LAN standard. These two systems are fairly well
known, so in this section we compare their capabilities with
Mobile IP.

CDPD was developed by IBM and backed by a consortium
of nine major US cellular service providers who were primar-
ily interested in utilizing the unused channel capacity of the
exiting first generation analog cellular system calledAdvanced
Mobile Phone System (AMPS). Together, these providers claim
a coverage of about 95% of the United States with voice-
oriented analog AMPS service. CDPD layered on top of
AMPS in a manner so as not to disturb the original system.
Data connections utilize unused analog voice channels for dig-
ital packet data transmission. AMPS connections take prece-
dence over CDPD connections, thus a CDPD connection may
be “bumped-off” whenever a new voice connection starts up
on the same channel. Most of the time, data users do not no-
tice this automatic bumping-off as data transmissions quickly
jump to a different available frequency when they the sense
that the one they are currently occupying has been allocated to
a analog voice connection. This process is often referred to as
channel hopping. CDPD’s compatibility with AMPS allows it
to be installed in existing analog cellular services in the U.S.

The CDPD system makes mobility transparent to the IP
layer by adapting to it at the link and physical layers. Con-
sequently, mobile users can run their standard IP applications
without a need for any modifications. The CDPD network
spans the entire country linking all of its base stations together.
Each node in the CDPD network is assigned a permanent IP
address. Packets sent to the mobile node by landline or other
non-CDPD node are routed to the CDPD network. Using a
propriety mobility management protocol, the mobile node’s
location is determined. If the node is on the CDPD network
and is available, the packets are routed to it through the net-
work of base stations. The CDPD network can therefore be
considered a single, country-wide IP subnet. Mobile nodes can
get seamless IP connectivity while they are on this network.
However, if the mobile users connect their computer directly
to a landline network, or change their data service providers,
a change in their IP address is required and this link-layer so-
lution stop working. The CDPD solution is therefore both ge-
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ographically and media constrained. Although currently, it is
a considered a favorable solution to providing IP connectivity
to mobile users over wide-area packet data network, its limita-
tions will become more pronounced in the future as users real-
ize that it restricts them to staying with the designated CDPD
network service providers only. This in turns limits mobility
support coverage to areas where this network exists and pre-
vents competitive pricing and service models. Furthermore,
CDPD provides only homogeneous mobility support, not sup-
porting mobility as nodes move between different media types.

In contrast to CDPD’s low data rate, wide-area service,
IEEE’s 802.11 Wireless LAN standard specifies a high 1-
2Mbps data rate in an office-sized microcells. The 802.11
standard is a comprehensive standard that specifies the phys-
ical layer along with the medium access control protocol that
nodes must implement in order to be able to communication
with each other. The standard does not specify routing, ad-
dressing, or handover issues. When a node moves between
cells on different subnets it must terminate all its connections
with the Internet and re-establish communications using its
new IP address assigned in the new cell. This is effectively
the same situation that occurs in the case of wireline networks
and which motivated the development of Mobile IP. For this
reason, many wireless LAN companies are including Mobile
IP implementations for use with the WLAN adapters and base
stations.

In conclusion, link-layer and physical-layer solutions are
both media limited and coverage limited. In contrast, Mo-
bile IP is media-independent and is not limited by the cov-
erage of any one underlying hardware technology. Mobile IP
can reroute packets seamlessly even when the underlying link
changes or when the user moves between different service ar-
eas without requiring her to stop and restart communications.
Mobile IP can thus run over both CDPD or 802.11 hardware,
while allowing users to roaming between them freely.

3 How Mobile IP Works

Mobile IP was designed by the “IP Routing for Wire-
less/Mobile Hosts” working group (mobileip WG) of the In-
ternet Engineering Task Force (IETF) and published as a pro-
posed standard in November 1996. A list of publicly-available
request for comments (RFCs) that define Mobile IP are de-
scribed at the end of this article.

Before explaining how Mobile IP works, it is useful to be-
come familiar with the terminology used in the rest of this ar-
ticle. We will use these terms extensively in our subsequent
description of Mobile IP operation and in describing the ex-
change of messages between the mobile nodes and the other
key entities within the network.

Mobile Node: A node running the Mobile IP protocol stack
which moves between different IP subnets. This node is
assigned a (permanent) IP address which defines where
all its packets should be sent. When other nodes send
packets to the mobile node, they only specify this home

IP address in the packet, regardless of where the mobile
node is physically located.

Home Network: The subnet which corresponds to the home
address of the mobile node as well as that of the home
agent. It is considered the mobile node’s “home” point of
attachment.

Home Agent: A router on the home network that is responsi-
ble for intercepting packets destined for the mobile node
when the mobile node is attached to a foreign network.
The home agent is responsible for forwarding these pack-
ets to the mobile node.

Foreign Network: A network, other than the mobile node’s
home network, that a mobile node attaches itself to.

Foreign Agent: A router on the foreign network configured
for Mobile IP. When the mobile node has a foreign agent
care-of address all packets are relayed through this node.
When using a collocated care-of address, the mobile node
may still use a foreign agent for its default router or for
registration with the foreign network.

Care-of Address: The address that the mobile node uses for
communication when it is away from its home network.
This address can either be aforeign agent care-of ad-
dress, when the mobile node uses the foreign agent’s IP
address as its care-of address or acollocated care-of ad-
dress, where the network interface of the mobile node is
temporarily assigned an IP number on the foreign net-
work.

Correspondent Node: Any host which is communicating
with the mobile node. This node could be located on
the home network, foreign network, or any other place
which is able to route packets to the mobile node’s home
network.

Tunneling: The process ofencapsulatingan IP packet within
another IP packet for the purpose of routing it to a loca-
tion other than the one specified in the original destina-
tion field. Specifically, when a packet is received by the
home agent, itencapsulatesthe original packet inside a
new packet, placing the mobile node’s care-of address in
the new destination address field before forwarding it to
the appropriate router. The path that is followed by this
new packet is called thetunnel.

From the above descriptions it should be clear that only
three entities have to be modified in order to support Mobile
IP over the Internet: the mobile node, the home agent, and the
foreign agent. When a collocated care-of address is used by
the mobile node, a foreign agent is often not even required.

Home agents and foreign agents periodically broadcast their
willingness to act as Mobile IP routers through agent adver-
tisements. If a mobile node needs to immediately know the
address of a potential agent without waiting for the next adver-
tisement, it can broadcast an agent solicitation message. The
mobile node uses these advertisements to determine if it has
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Router A
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Figure 1: A mobile node with a foreign agent care-of address
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Figure 2: Flow of registration messages between a mobile
node with a foreign agent care-of-address and its home agent

moved to a new location and where it can attach to a network if
it has. If it is on the home network, no changes take place and
no modifications to the IP protocol operation are required for
communications. If the node determines that it is on a foreign
network, it obtains a care-of address from the foreign agent
(for a foreign agent care-of address), or through another pro-
tocol such as DHCP (for a collocated care-of address). An
example of how these two types of care-of addresses differ is
depicted in Figure 1. When using a foreign agent care-of ad-
dress the mobile node registers the IP address of the foreign
agent with its home agent (in the figure, this is 128.197.22.2).
The foreign agent is responsible for unmarshalling the tun-
neled packets sent to it by the mobile node’s home agent and
relaying these to the mobile node. It is also responsible for
relaying packets from the mobile node to correspondent nodes
and to the home agent. Alternatively, the mobile node can be
directly connected to the foreign network itself and therefore
directly communicate with the home agent (in the figure, this
machine is given IP address 128.197.22.5). The foreign agent
type of care-of address is preferable in IPv4 due to its limited
address space.

Once a node has obtained a new care-of-address, it regis-
ters this address with its home agent. Registration with the
home agent is performed for the following reasons: a node has
moved to a new foreign network and therefore needs to register
a new care-of-address, a node needs to deregister an old care-
of-address with its home agent when it returns to the home
network, or when a node needs to reregister with the home
agent because its previous registration is about to expire. Un-

derstand that many care-of-addresses can be registered for a
mobile node at once. This allows for potential situations such
as a node quickly alternating between two adjacent wireless
cells, and multiple points of attachment are preferable to rapid
deregistration and registration between cells.

The transmission of registration messages is shown in Fig-
ure 2 for the case of a foreign agent care-of-address. The mo-
bile node submits a registration request to the foreign agent
(a). The care-of-address which the mobile node requests will
be determined by the foreign agent’s agent advertisement mes-
sages. The foreign agent does some validity checks on the reg-
istration request and then relays the packet to the home agent.
The foreign agent makes sure that parameters such as the reg-
istration lifetime, and the tunneling method are supported. It
also verifies security authentification information. The foreign
agent will maintain information such as the link-layer address
and the IP source address that the mobile node is using before
it resends the registration request with it’s own address as the
IP source address to the home agent as labeled in (b).

The home agent receives the registration request, checks the
options of requested service and authentification from the for-
eign agent. If the request is considered to be valid and ser-
viceable the agent updates its bindings to record the new care-
of-address for the mobile node. The home agent then forms
an authenticated registration reply to send back to the foreign
agent informing it of a successful or unsuccessful registration
(c). Finally the foreign agent receives the reply, and sends a
new authenticated message back to the mobile node. If all
these replies indicate a successful registration, the mobile node
will begin to receive its packets tunneled from the home agent
through the foreign agent.

All registration messages include strong authentification to
eliminate the possibility ofDenial of Serviceattacks to the
nodes on the network. Denial of Service can occur if a rogue
machine sends bogus registration requests to a home agent
which results in a mobile node’s packets being rerouted to the
wrong place. Mobile IP keeps this from occurring by requiring
all registration messages contain a 16-bitmessage digest. This
is created by using a well-known cryptographic algorithm to
create a short unique sequence of bits from the packet’s data,
a random number to preventReplay attacks, and a secret key
which is shared between the destination and source of the mes-
sage. The secret key is a 16-bit number known only between
two parties. A discussion on how to distribute keys is beyond
the scope of this article, but is a topic which has been consid-
ered heavily by the IETF.

In order for the home agent to get packets to the mobile
node when it is located away from the home network, the home
agent usesencapsulationto forward the mobile node’s pack-
ets across the network. This is depicted in Figure 3. When a
correspondent node wants to send a packet to a mobile node, it
simply uses its permanent home address to send the packet to
the home network (a). The home agent intercepts this packet
and performs an encapsulation which consists of creating a
new packet which has the entire original packet as its payload.
This new packet has the mobile node’s care-of address as its
destination so it can be sent to the foreign network (b). The
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Internet

Foreign
Agent

Home
Agent

Correspondent
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(a) Packet addressed to mobile
node’s permanent address

(b) Original packet encapsulated
in another packet and forwarded
to the Foreign Network.

( c ) decapsulated packet
sent to mobile node

(d) reply from mobile
node directly to the
correspondent node
through the foreign
agent.

Figure 3: Communication between a correspondent node and
a mobile node on a foreign network

foreign agent accepts this packet since it is identified as the
destination, and decapsulates the original packet to forward
it to the mobile node (c). Finally, if the mobile node wants
to communicate with the corresponding node it can route its
packets directly to that node through the foreign agent, using
its home address as the source IP address of the packet (d).
Note that this sequence of routing events results in what is
called “triangle routing”. Many of the packets from a corre-
sponding node may have to travel sub-optimal paths in order
to be routed through the home network. This is the small price
to be paid for the advantage of the corresponding node not
needing any sort of Mobile IP extensions. In a later section,
we will discuss optimal Mobile IP routing extensions which
require small changes at corresponding nodes.

There are three types of encapsulation which a home agent
may use for Mobile IP: IP-in-IP encapsulation, minimal en-
capsulation, and generic routing encapsulation. IP-in-IP en-
capsulation creates a new packet with the payload section of
the packet containing the original packet. This adds 20 bytes
of overhead for the tunneling, but has the advantage that the re-
sulting packet is exactly like any other IP packet and can han-
dle intermediate network issues such as fragmentation. Min-
imal encapsulation takes the approach that since much of the
information in an IP-in-IP encapsulated packet is redundant, it
only adds the new header information which is different from
what was included in the original IP header. Consequently,
minimal encapsulation essentially just changes the source and
destination addresses and includes the original addresses else-
where in the packet. This requires an only 8 to 12 bytes of
overhead to perform the tunneling, but is less robust since the
packet’s Time To Live (TTL) timer is not protected in this
scheme, and the packet cannot survive fragmentation across
the network. These two side-effects limit the usefulness of us-
ing minimal encapsulation for the purposes of tunneling. Fi-
nally Generic Routing Encapsulation was designed such that
any protocol can be used inside or outside the encapsulated
packet. It suffers from even greater amount of overhead than
IP-in-IP, but unlike the others can support any protocol. It has

explicit protection support for situations such as recursive en-
capsulation.

To recap, in this section we described the basic operation of
Mobile IP. We showed how agent advertisements and solicita-
tion allow the mobile node to determine its point of attachment
on the network. We then described how the registration pro-
cess uses authenticated messages to inform the foreign agent
and the home agent of its new IP address. This is a neces-
sary step for equipping the home agent with enough data so it
can tunnel packets to the mobile node’s new location. In the
next few sections we describe some of the challenges Mobile
IP has faced during its course of development and how these
have been addressed by its designers. We also provide an ex-
ample of a commercially viable application that uses Mobile
IP and the current state of availability in terms of freely avail-
able prototype implementations.

4 Challenges to Mobile IP

Mobile IP is an elegant and relatively simple solution to seam-
less geographically-unconstrained roaming. It is built on top
of the current version of IP in a way that is transparent to the
stationary nodes which want to communicate with the mobile
nodes. However, as the Internet evolves and new challenges
are met, Mobile IP must often include improvements to over-
come changes in today’s networks. In this section we discuss
three recent challenges which have faced the Mobile IP com-
munity and describe the solutions which have been drafted.
One of these issues, ingress filtering, is related to the changes
in security policies that subnetworks are implementing, while
the second, route optimization, could create a potentially sub-
stantial performance increase for Mobile IP at a cost of a slight
increase in complexity. The third issue is not a protocol level
issue but one that is useful to address as more and more people
start to use Mobile IP.

4.1 Ingress filtering

Recently a number of attacks on networked computers have in-
volved forging the source IP address of an IP packet. In partic-
ular the TCP SYN Flood attack is performed by merely over-
whelming a host with TCP setup connection requests. Each of
these connections require memory in the host machine, such
that an enormous number of them will at best not allow enough
memory or address space for legitimate connections, and at
worst will crash the host. Forging an IP source addresses (also
called spoofing), allows an attacker to mount a flood attack
which is difficult to trace. One of the few assumptions of IP
routing is that only the destination IP address is used for the
routing decisions, so packets with spoofed IP source addresses
will still reach their destination.

In response to this the Internet Architecture Board (IAB)
and the Computer Emergency Response Team (CERT) has
suggested that all administrators of IP domains perform
ingress filteringon all packets they pass into the Internet rout-
ing fabric. Only packets with topologically correct IP source
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addresses would be allowed to pass out of a subnet. It is easy
to see that this type of filtering would also force routers to
drop packets from a mobile node which was communicating
through a foreign network. Recall that packets sent from a
mobile node which is using a home agent to forward its pack-
ets, would include its home address as the IP source despite the
location it was actually communicating from. Ingress filtering
therefore makes this communication impossible.

The solution which has been proposed is calledReverse
Tunneling. As we saw before, the tunneling procedure creates
a triangle route between the correspondent node, the mobile
node and the home agent. Correspondent node to mobile node
communications are through the home agent, while the mobile
node to correspondent node packets travel directly to the cor-
respondent node. Reverse Tunneling would instead create a
reverse path through the home agent for all the mobile node to
correspondent node communications. The IP source address
for the first leg of the reverse tunnel would then be the care-of
address and, the IP source address for the second leg of the
reverse tunnel would be the home agent. In this way, we have
topologically correct addresses at all times, though we poten-
tially increase the delay and congestion of the packets follow-
ing the reverse path. The reverse tunneling specification also
provides for circumvention of the reverse tunnel, so as to in-
stead revert to using the standard Mobile IP triangle routing.
This allows for situations such as a mobile node communicat-
ing with another node on the local network without requiring
a round trip of the packet to the home agent.

4.2 Route Optimization

As we discussed in a previous section, when a mobile node is
communicating from a foreign network all its packets must be
forwarded through its home agent, even though it can directly
send packets to the correspondent node. This triangle routing
can result in significant performance degradation. For exam-
ple, even if the mobile node is connected to the same foreign
network as the correspondent node, all packets from the cor-
respondent node must leave the subnet, be routed all the way
back to the mobile node’s home network, only to return in a
tunnel to the original subnet.

Route optimization extensions to Mobile IP which have re-
cently been proposed would allow a correspondent node to be
informed of the mobile node’s care-of address so that it can
send packets directly to it. When a correspondent node sends
packets to a home agent for tunneling to the mobile node, the
home agent can assume that the correspondent node is unaware
of the mobile node’s current care-of address. After tunneling
this packet for the correspondent node, the home agent sends
an authenticatedBinding Updateto the correspondent node,
advising it to update itsBinding Cachewith the care-of ad-
dress of the mobile node it is sending packets to. This binding
cache contains mappings from home addresses to the tempo-
rary care-of addresses. Each entry is specified to be valid for
an amount of time which is equal to the time the node is regis-
tered with the home agent. Once a correspondent node updates
its binding cache it can tunnel packets directly to the care-of

address, which solves the triangle routing issue. These route
optimization extensions also improve on the routing of pack-
ets which are “in flight” when a mobile node moves to a new
foreign agent. Since the foreign agents themselves will keep
binding caches of the new care-of addresses, they can forward
packets which are intended for mobile nodes which have left
their subnet. The forwarding foreign agent will then also send
a Binding Warningmessage to the home agent specifying that
the corresponding node has an out-of-date binding cache entry
and should be sent an new Binding Update.

4.3 Fault Tolerance, Load Balancing and Con-
gestion Control

In order for routing to work correctly, the forwarding node has
to know the link-layer address (e.g Ethernet address) of the
next hop router. This is necessary since the IP packet is for-
warded within a link-layer frame which contains a link-layer
address needed for identify the destination hardware. The pro-
cess of determining the link-layer address corresponding to a
given IP address is called address resolution and the most com-
mon method of accomplishing this on the Internet is though the
Address Resolution Protocol (ARP). The sender broadcasts a
ARP Requestmessage on the link it is connected to and if the
target IP address contained within this message matches the
IP address of one of the nodes connected to the link, then that
particular node responds by sending aARP Replymessage to
the requester, specifying its link-address.

In Mobile IP, foreign agents support the mobile node in the
foreign network, while the home agent maintains the mobil-
ity binding and forwards packets to the mobile node when the
mobile node has roamed out of its home network. While these
agents can be implemented in the router, the protocol process-
ing required by these agents are much more than the packet
forwarding functions performed by a typical router. For exam-
ple, when the mobile node moves to a new link from its home
network, it can no longer receive ARP Request messages sent
by the nodes on the previous link. The home agent then has
to respond in place of the mobile agent with aProxy ARP, so
that messages intended for the mobile node are still sent to
the home network so the home agent can forward them to the
appropriate router.

When a very large number of mobile hosts from the same
home network, are all visiting foreign networks, then the
servers that perform the agent functions can become the bot-
tlenecks. Furthermore, a single home agent or a single for-
eign agent is not a robust architecture, as it constitutes a single
point of failure. In such a situation, it is useful to employ mul-
tiple foreign agents and multiple home agents in an IP sub-
net. In order to effectively utilize the processing capacity of
these mobility agents while minimizing delay, it is necessary
to distribute the workload among the several agents according
to their processing capabilities and the traffic characteristics.
A first home agent may transfer the control of a mobile host to
another home agent in the same network as the system dynam-
ically adjusts to the changing load conditions. The methods
for triggering the transfer and the policy for selecting the next
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home agent define the various load balancing schemes which
exhibit different performance characteristics.

5 Example of a Commercial Applica-
tion that uses Mobile IP

Today, mobile warriors can dial into their home network via
thePoint to Point Protocolor other similar remote access pro-
tocols. However, to be able to do this the corporation to which
these mobile warriors belong has to have an infrastructure of
modems, phone lines, and remote-access servers. The cost of
purchasing and maintaining such equipment, along with the
administrative costs can become prohibitive. Consequently,
there is a strong desire within the Internet community to de-
velop protocols that allow sharing this cost with entities ex-
ternal to the corporations while still providing this important
capability to the workforce. Corporations which have already
made the investment in building this infrastructure would be
happy to share their expenses by charging the mobile war-
riors of other corporations to gain access to their own home
networks, if the integrity of the service providers internal net-
works is not compromised. Similarly, corporations that have
not yet build this infrastructure would be happy to use the in-
frastructure of other corporation if they can feel secure in the
knowledge that their data will not be compromised and that
the foreign network will provide their mobile workforce with
secure connectivity to their home networks.

Mobile IP can provide a solution to lowering the cost of pro-
viding Internet access to mobile warriors by enablingVirtual
Private Network (VPN). A Virtual Private Network is one in
which the mobile node can send and receive messages exactly
as if it was connected to its home network directly. The Inter-
net can thus be used for virtual dial-up. The way this is done is
to have the mobile node acquire a IP care-of-address from the
local network and then have it pass this on to the home agent
at its home network. This way the roaming mobile node can
be contacted by any node on the Internet as easily as if it was
on its home network.

An example of a proposal for a protocol that uses Mobile IP
to establish such virtual private networks is theVirtual Tunnel-
ing Protocol (VTP)built into the “BaySteam Dial VPN Ser-
vice” supported by Bay Networks. VTP uses Mobile IP to
dynamically establish bi-directional tunnels through the Inter-
net. Interestingly, in case of VTP, the mobile user node does
not have to have Mobile IP support built within its network-
ing stack. Examples of other similar protocols that achieve
the functionality described above but without using Mobile
IP are thePoint-to-Point Tunneling Protocol (PPTP), Layer
Two Forwarding (LTF), and theLayer Two Tunneling Proto-
col (L2TP). While all of these protocols provide support for
nomadicity they do not provide support for mobility. In other
words, the mobiles are unable to retain their IP addresses and
consequently cannot move within the subnets of the foreign
network and over different mediums, while continuing to stay
connected to their home network.

6 Availability of Mobile IP Implemen-
tations

The goal of the Mobile IP Working group is to move the Mo-
bile IP specification all the way to establishment as a standard
by the IETF. This requires extensive testing between different
Mobile IP implementations to iron out uncertain portions of
the draft standard. Since the Mobile IP draft standard doc-
ument is freely available from the Internet Engineering Task
Force web location, there are many freely available implemen-
tations of Mobile IP.

The following are only a few of the more popular ones:

� The MosquitoNet Research Group at Stanford University
has a Mobile IP implementation for the Linux operating
system that uses the collocated care-of address scheme.
Their code is downloadable from the groups web site at:
http://mosquitonet.stanford.edu/software/mip.html

� The Monarch Research Project at Carnegie-Mellon pro-
vides a free implementation of both Mobile IP for IPv4
and for IPv6. Their implementation of IPv4 includes
code for foreign agent based care-of address scheme
along with the route optimization extensions. The soft-
ware has been written for the Linux operating system
and is available for downloading from their web site:
http://www.monarch.cs.cmu.edu/

� The Portland State Secure Mobile Networking Project
puts emphasis on security issues in Mobile IP and its
integration into the National Information Infrastructure.
(http://www.cs.pdx.edu/research/SMN/index.html)

� The State University of New York, Binghamton’s Linux
Mobile IP software has been regularly demonstrated at
conferences dedicated to mobile communications and is
one of the premier implementations for the Linux operat-
ing system. (http://anchor.cs.binghamton.edu/mobileip/)

Additionally, FTP software includes a full commercial im-
plementation of Mobile IP as well as IPv6 in their “OnNet32”,
“SecureClient” and “OnNet Host Suite” protocol stack prod-
ucts. These products are designed for Windows 95/NT and
feature completely customizable and integrated applications
for communications with Unix and Windows TCP/IP servers
(http://www.ftpsoftware.com).

7 The Future of Mobile IP

7.1 IPv6 and Mobility

As the use of IP version 4 has expanded, many lessons have
been learned from its use. Improvements that are necessary
for IP to remain the dominant protocol in the coming years
have been solidified into a proposal called IP version 6 (IPv6).
The most significant change to the protocol is in the size of the
address space in each packet. Where version 4 had only 32
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bits for each IP addresses, version 6 has 128 bits. This expan-
sion solves the problem of the lack of available address space
already plaguing the Internet. Additionally, recall that the rea-
son that Mobile IPv4 foreign agent care-of addressing exists is
to reduce the number of extra IP numbers needed to support
Mobile IP. With foreign agent care-of addressing, every mo-
bile node connected to a single foreign agent uses the foreign
agent’s address for it’s own care-of address. With Mobile IPv6
address space is no longer an issue, so the use of the foreign
agent is eliminated and packets are always directly tunneled to
the mobile node itself.

IP version 4 packet options can present performance prob-
lems for routers since every router needs to examine each
packet to determine if there are router-specific options in the
packet. IPv6 solves this problem by identifying a router-
specific option space. There is also a unified system in IPv6 for
authentication support. When Mobile IP was being developed,
generic IP security extensions were not yet standardized. Mo-
bile IPv4 then had to make up its own authentification method
and require all nodes to adhere to them. With IPv6’s standard-
ized authentification, improvements such as route optimization
are much simpler as the authentification they require is already
built into the protocol stack. IP version 6 solves and simplifies
a large number of problems with the current Internet and in
doing so greatly simplifies Mobile IP’s implementation.

7.2 Areas for Further Investigation

As of this writing, there are several issues that are currently be-
ing discussed both within the IETF and the research commu-
nities. Most of these have to do with the interaction between
Mobile IP and other existing or proposed Internet protocols.
Examples include: (1)Quality of Service Issues: Providing
quality-of-service (QoS) over the Internet has proved to be a
daunting task. Adding support for node mobility in the Inter-
net makes it even harder for the network to provide guaranteed
QoS to connections. One of the proposals currently being dis-
cussed within the IETF community that addresses the problem
of QoS over the Internet is the flow-basedResource Reser-
vation Protocol (RSVP). Like other similar proposals from
the research community, RSVP makes an implicit assumption
that nodes on the Internet are stationary and the protocol re-
lies on being able to make explicit reservations across a pre-
determined packet route for the lifetime of the connection. The
interaction of Mobile IP with such protocols is unclear and is
being examined currently (2)Security Issues:As discussed
previously, security is still one of the major issues that is pre-
venting wide scale deployment of Mobile IP. A combination of
techniques that incorporate elements of authentication, packet
filtering, and cryptography are currently under investigation
within the IP and research communities. (3)Billing Issues:
What is the right model for charging customers who use Mo-
bile IP to connect to their home networks through a foreign
network. (4)Mobile Networks: Mobile IP for IPv6 does not
support Foreign Agents, consequently mobile nodes that are
moving together while being connected to the Internet require
new care-of addresses simultaneously. This can cause prob-

lems in terms of delay and congestion. For example consider
the case of hundreds of business travelers sitting in a moving
train and connected to the Internet with their laptop machines
and wireless modem. As the train moves rapidly between dif-
ferent subnets all nodes inside the train have to deregister and
acquire new care-of addresses in the different subnets. Con-
trast this with the case when all the nodes on the train use the
foreign agent’s address as their forwarding address, where the
foreign agent may be on a server machine on the train. As the
train moves, only the foreign agent will have to release and
acquire a new care-of address in the new subnetwork. The
question is then how should one fix this problem for the case
of IPv6.

Additional Reading

Standards and draft standards of protocols for the Internet
are issued by the Internet Engineering Task Force. The
IETF web site -http://www.ietf.orgprovides these standards,
draft standards, proceedings, and committee meeting min-
utes. Specifically the Mobile IP WG pages containing
the various RFCs relevant to this standard are located at -
http://www.ietf.org/html.charters/mobileip-charter.html

The following Internet RFCs define the Mobile IP standard:

� RFC 1883 describes version 6 of IP.

� RFC 2002 is titled “IP Mobility Support” and is the doc-
ument that describes the complete details of Mobile IP.

� RFC 2003 and 2004 describe two methods of tunnel-
ing. IP in IP tunneling and Minimal Encapsulation. The
protocol-independent tunneling called Generic Routing
Encapsulation is explained in RFC 1701.

� RFC 2005 describes the applicability of Mobile IP. It
summarizes the operation of the protocol in order to show
how the goals for host mobility were met by RFC 2002.

� RFC 2344 documents the proposed backwards-
compatible extensions to Mobile IP for supporting
reverse tunneling.

� The draft document titled “draft-ietf-mobileip-ipv6” de-
scribes the extensions to IPv6 to support host mobility.

� “draft-ietf-mobileip-optim” specifies the methods for
supporting route optimization extensions in Mobile IPv4.

Additionally, two books have been released recently by
leaders in the development of Mobile IP:

� C. Perkins,Mobile IP: Design Principles and Practice,
Addison-Wesley Longman, Reading, Massachusetts,
USA, 1998 (ISBN: 0-201-63469-4)

� J. Solomon,Mobile IP: The Internet Unplugged, Prentice
Hall, Englewood Cliffs, New Jersey, USA, 1998 (ISBN:
0-13-856246-6)
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The first of these two contains detailed description of the
protocols and is geared towards those implementing their own
Mobile IP stack. The second is a detailed overview which in-
cludes many deployment details and discussions of potential
applications.

Additional information about the other wireless data net-
working standards discussed in this article can be obtained
from:

� CDPD Consortium,Cellular Digital packet Data Specifi-
cation,July 1993,http://www.cdpd.org

� IEEE 802.11 Committee Draft Standard,Wireless LAN
Medium Access Control (MAC) and Physical Layer
(PHY) Specification, Rev. D5, IEEE Catalog Number
DS2972, May 1996
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